These are reasons that make it worth switching: -You are going abroad and would like to get more than 12 ECTS of your ECTS acknowledged: This is possible in the MMT. Learning Agreements must be completed though. If they interest you more than your current specialization, this may be worth a thought. Your current specialization modules will turn into electives. Here again: It makes more sense if you are still at the beginning of your studies.
Can I choose whatever Technology specialization I want?
No and yes. You can choose the specialization, the level MINOR or MAJOR depends on your previous degree. If you have no specialized pre-knowledge in exactly this field or you simply have not had technology modules more in depth then you choose a MINOR. Why? Simply because you would not get into a Master's in Mathematics with a Bachelor's in Sociology either. Unless you have the necessary prerequisites, it will get very difficult for you to pass exams. If you have the prerequisites because you studied your preferred technology subject, e.g. Chemistry, already more in depth during your Bachelor's, you choose the corresponding MAJOR in Chemistry. If you have sufficient knowledge for a certain major in this case Chemistry but do not want to continue your studies in that field, you can choose another discipline as a MINOR such as Informatics of course.
What about my ECTS?
All modules from the Master's in TUM BWL and WITEC will be automatically transferred to the new Master: Technology specialization into Technology specialization, Management specialization into Management specialization, basics into electives or Management specialization (depending on your choice of specialization) and electives into electives. Within the MMT you can then switch your specializations and re-allocate your credits. The automatic transferal will at first follow the aforementioned allocation.
